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Abstract. 12C ion therapy has had growing interest in recent years for its excellent dose18
conformity. However at therapeutic energies, which can be as high as 400 MeV/u, carbon19
ions produce secondary fragments. For an incident 400 MeV/u 12C ion beam, ∼70% of the20
beam will undergo fragmentation before the Bragg Peak. The dosimetric and radiobiological21
impact of these fragments must be accurately characterised, as it can result in increasing the22
risk of secondary cancer for the patient as well as altering the relative biological effectiveness.23
This work investigates the accuracy of three different nuclear fragmentation models available24
in the Monte Carlo Toolkit Geant4, the Binary Intranuclear Cascade (BIC), the Quantum25
Molecular Dynamics (QMD) and the Liege Intranuclear Cascade (INCL++). The models were26
benchmarked against experimental data for a pristine 400 MeV/u 12C beam incident upon a27
water phantom, including fragment yield, angular and energy distribution. For fragment yields28
the three alternative models agreed between ∼5 and ∼35% with experimental measurements, the29
QMD using the “Frag” option gave the best agreement for lighter fragments but had reduced30
agreement for larger fragments. For angular distributions INCL++ was seen to provide the31
best agreement among the models for all elements with the exception of Hydrogen, while BIC32
and QMD was seen to produce broader distributions compared to experiment. BIC and QMD33
performed similar to one another for kinetic energy distributions while INCL++ suffered from34
producing lower energy distributions compared to the other models and experiment.35
Keywords: Geant4, benchmarking, Heavy ion therapy36
1. Introduction37
Since its first clinical trials in 1994 at the National Institute of Radiological Science (NIRS)38
in Japan [1] carbon therapy has been the object of increasing interest, thanks to its excellent39
conformity in dose delivery, sparing healthy organs at risk and good performance for oxygen40
deficient tumours such as head and neck cancers [2].41
At therapeutic energies (up to 400 MeV/u), the 12C ion beam generates a complex radiation42
field, with ∼70% of the primary beam undergoing fragmentation before the Bragg Peak (BP)43
[3]. The secondary fragments deliver dose outside of the treatment target, increasing the risk44
of secondary cancer as well as altering the relative biological effectiveness (RBE). It is therefore45
vital to accurately determine the secondary fragment production and distribution.46
A representation of the nuclear fragmentation process is depicted in figure 1. The process47
involves the overlap of nucleons from the projectile nucleus with nucleons of the target nucleus.48
Such overlapping nucleons produce an excited pre-fragment product. The excited product de-49
excites into smaller nuclei, the projectile fragment continues to travel on a path close to the50
original trajectory with a similar velocity, while the target fragment remains stationary. Both51
the projectile and target fragments may also de-excite.52
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Figure 1: Representation of the fragmentation process of the projectile and target nucleus having
an overlap region which results in the creation of an excited product which will de-excite by
emitting nucleons and smaller fragments (depicted by the dashed arrows).
Monte Carlo (MC) codes are extensively used in Heavy Ion Therapy to model the mixed53
secondary radiation field of 12C therapy [4] [5] and to study associated dosimetry and54
Quality Assurance technology [6]. This work investigates the accuracy of three different55
nuclear fragmentation models available in the Monte Carlo Toolkit Geant4 [7] [8] [9], the56
Binary Intranuclear Cascade (BIC), the Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD) and the Liege57
Intranuclear Cascade (INCL++).58
The BIC model describes the interaction between a projectile and a single nucleon of the59
target nucleus interacting in the overlap region as Gaussian wave functions. The QMD model60
instead considers all nucleons of the target and projectile, each with their own wave function;61
this inherently causes QMD to have greater computation times than BIC. Unlike the other two62
models, INCL++ models the nucleons as a free Fermi gas in a static potential well. The targets63
and projectiles which can be modelled by the INCL++ model are limited to a mass number of64
A = 18. For higher A values of both the projectile and target the fragmentation is modelled65
using BIC. More details on the BIC, QMD and INCL++ physics models can be found in the66
Geant4 Physics Reference Manual [10].67
The models were benchmarked against experimental data for a pristine 400 MeV/u 12C68
beam incident upon a water phantom performed at GSI in Germany by Haettner et al. [3]. The69
experimental data are available as an EXFOR file [11], which provides data for fragment yields70
per water thickness, fragment angular and kinetic energy distributions.71
The experiment was conducted using a variable thickness water phantom, time of flight72
measurements for fragments were carried out using a start detector before the phantom and a73
second detector placed on a linear drive after the phantom.74
Previous benchmarking studies have been performed by Böhlen et al. [12] who performed75
similar experimental comparison to [3] using the BIC and QMD models in Geant4 version 9.3.76
Napoli et al. [13] compared BIC and QMD to thin carbon target data for a 62 MeV/u 12C beam77
using version 9.4 of Geant4. More recently Dudouet et al. [14] has compared cross-sections for78
95 MeV/u 12C incident upon PMMA using both: BIC, QMD and INCL++ using version 9.6 of79
Geant4.80
This work was motivated by the observation that the Geant4 Toolkit evolves in time and81
therefore it is necessary to develop a testing suite for carbon ion fragmentation, which plays a82
crucial role in HIT. Results presented here are obtained with Geant4, version 10.2p2, which was83
the most recent version of Geant4 when developing the project (June 2016).84
2. Materials and Methods85
2.1. Simulation Setup86
The simulation setup was defined based on the experimental setup adopted in Haettner et al.87
[3]. A mono-energetic 400 MeV/u 12C pencil beam is incident on a water phantom with lateral88
size of 50 cm. In the simulation the water phantom is positioned in a vacuum. The pencil beam89
has a FWHM of 5 mm and energy sigma of 0.15% representing a FWHM of ∼1.4 MeV/u.90
The electromagnetic interactions were modeled using the G4 Standard EM option 3 Physics91
List. G4HadronElasticPhysicsHP was used to describe the elastic scattering of hadrons which92
uses the Wentzel model [15]. The neutron High Precision (HP) model was adopted to describe93
neutron interactions up to 20 MeV. BIC and INCL++ fragmentation models were adopted using94
their default configuration. The QMD was used with its Frag option on and off. The Frag option95
in QMD changes the interaction criterion of the projectile and target. The results obtained with96
the Frag option on are only included for fragment yields as angular and energy distributions97
were seen to be unaffected using this option.98
Bragg curve comparisons were made for a 60 cm thick water phantom. A step limit of 0.199
mm was applied within the phantom as well as a production cut size of 0.1 mm. The energy100
deposited was scored within a 20× 20 cm2 area at the centre of the beam with a voxel thickness101
of 0.1 mm along the direction of incidence of the beam. The lateral area corresponds to the102
physical dimensions of the ionisation chamber (IC) used in the experiment. The thickness of the103
IC used in the experiments was 3.7 cm [16]. The uncertainty of 1 mm quoted in the experiment104
refers to the uncertainty in the water equivalent thickness (WET) of materials positioned in front105
of the IC used. The uncertainty of the BP position quoted in the simulation of 0.1 mm is due106
to the thickness of the voxels used; because of the relatively large thickness of the experimental107
IC, this may cause a smearing of the shape of the BP.108
The BP position corresponds to a depth in water of 275 mm. The thickness of the water109
slab, L, varied with values: 59, 159, 258, 279, 288, 312 and 347 mm, 107 primary 12C ions were110
generated for each water slab thickness. The fragments emerging from the phantom were tallied111
when traversing a hemisphere with a radius of 2.94 m, placed after the water phantom, as shown112
in figure 2. The radius R of 2.94 m corresponds the distance from the mid target to the detector113
used in the experiment.114
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Figure 2: Sketch of the simulation set-up, showing the incident mono-energetic 400 MeV/u 12C
beam incident onto the water slab with variable thickness. The fragments, emerging from the
phantom, are scored when reaching the hemisphere depicted in the figure.
The species, energy, time and position of the fragments when reaching the hemisphere were115
scored. For comparing the total fragment yields to the reference experimental data, the number116
of fragments within a 10 degree cone given by equation 1 were recorded, the 10 degree cone117
matches the angular range integrated in the experiment. Equation 1 corresponds to figure 2118
with angle θC being 10 degrees. The yields are normalised to the number of
12C ions incident119
upon the water slab.120
θC = sin
−1
(√
x2 + z2
R
)
(1)
θ1 and θ2 in figure 2 represent the angles made with the left and right edge of the detector.121
For the angular distribution, fragments were recorded within a 40 mm spherical wedge between122
angles θ1 and θ2, as shown in figure 2, corresponding to the width of the detector used in the123
experiment. Figure 2 shows the collection of fragments for an angle of 0◦ corresponding to θ1=124
-θ2. Fragments recorded in the wedge were normalised to the solid angle Ω formed by the wedge,125
given by equation 2, as well as being normalised to the number of incident 12C ions.126
Ω = 2π (cos θ1 − cos θ2) (2)
For kinetic energy distributions, fragments were recorded in the same solid angle used for the127
angular distribution. The kinetic energy of the fragment, KEF , as it reached the hemisphere was128
calculated using the same method as adopted in [3]. This method assumes that all fragments were129
produced in the middle of the water phantom and by determining how long it would theoretically130
take for the primary 12C ion with energy of 400 MeV/u to reach the middle of water phantom131
(depicted in 3), this time being tP . The time for the fragment to reach the detector, tF , is132
determined by subtracting tP from the total time it takes for the primary particle to be fired133
and for the fragment to be recorded at the hemisphere. With tF being known KEF can be134
calculated by means of equation 3, where c is the speed of light and m0 the rest mass of the135
fragment.136
KEF =
(
1√
1− β2
− 1
)
m0c
2 (3)
The underlying assumption when using the rest mass is that the fragments recorded are only137
due to the most abundant isotope ie 1H, 4He, 7Li, 9Be and 11B. The value of β is calculated138
using equation 4, where R is the radius of the hemisphere (2.94 m). The timing error associated139
with the experimental setup of 0.53 ns (FWHM) was incorporated to the simulation’s time of140
flight.141
β =
R
ctF
(4)
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Figure 3: Diagram depicting the method to calculate the kinetic energy of the fragments recorded
in the collection hemisphere based on the time it takes for the fragment to reach the hemisphere
(not to scale).
For both the angular and kinetic energy distributions they were normalised to obtain the142
same area under the curve of the corresponding experimental measurements.143
Quantitative comparisons of each Geant4 fragmentation model to experimental results for144
each physical distribution under study were done by adopting the quantity X2, shown in145
equation (5), where n is the number of bins in the distribution being compared. The quantity146
X2 is the same as χ2 in Pearson’s χ2 test except no p-value calculations were performed with147
the distributions due to the test being over-conservative for the large population sizes being148
investigated and because the main interest was to rank the performance of each model against149
one another with lower values of X2 representing better agreement with experiment.150
X2 =
n∑
i=1
(Simi − Expi)
2
Expi
(5)
To provide a simple indication of how closely each Geant4 fragmentation model agrees with151
the experiment the percentage errors (PEs) are also presented. The PEs are derived from152
taking the mean PE of all points in the distribution being compared, as shown in equation (6).153
n represents the size of the distribution being compared.154
⟨PE⟩ = 100
n
(
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Simi − ExpiExpi
∣∣∣∣
)
(6)
3. Results and Discussion155
3.1. Bragg Curve156
The comparison between the Bragg curves obtained from the experiment and Geant4 is shown157
figure 4. The experiment and simulation curves were normalised based on the average value158
of dose between 100 and 150 mm in the phantom. There is no significant difference in the159
calculation of the position of the BP between the three models, this is to be expected since the160
position of the BP is mainly dictated by the primary 12C through its continuous energy losses,161
governed by the electromagnetic physics.162
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Figure 4: Comparison of the Bragg Curve of the experiment compared to the different models,
with the right side showing a zoomed view of the Bragg peak. The statistical error of the
simulation is less than 0.2%. The QMD-F entry of the legend refers to QMD with the Frag
option activated.
We observe a good agreement between the experiment and simulation, the X2 values163
calculated using equation (5) to quantify the agreement between the Geant4 simulation and the164
experiment are shown in table 1. It can be observed that all the default fragmentation models165
provide similar agreement with the reference data when calculating the Bragg curve. However,166
QMD with the Frag option (QMD-F) provides the best agreement with the experiment.167
BIC QMD QMD-F INCL
X2 53.098 54.335 46.720 52.021
Table 1: X2 values resulting from the comparison of the Bragg Curve calculated with Geant4
and from reference experimental data, lower values represent better agreement. These calculated
values were obtained by comparing 51 data points of the experiment to the simulation.
3.2. Fragment Yields168
Figure 5 shows the fragment yields Y scored at the hemisphere, within the cone with θ1 = 10169
degrees, with respect to the water thickness. Y is calculated as the number of the scored170
fragments N divided by the number N0 of incident
12C ions.171
Table 2 reports the mean PE averaged over all the water thicknesses under study using172
equation 6. It can be observed that overall BIC, INCL++ and the QMD models provide Y173
values which agree between 5% and 35%, depending on the type of fragment.174
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Figure 5: Fragment yields for elements: H, He, Li, Be and B for different thicknesses of water.
Z BIC QMD QMD-F INCL
1 19 ± 2 14 ± 2 5 ± 2 8 ± 2
2 6 ± 1 17 ± 1 5 ± 1 10 ± 1
3 4 ± 7 25 ± 7 31 ± 7 21 ± 7
4 32 ± 10 14 ± 10 22 ± 10 15 ± 10
5 19 ± 8 20 ± 8 26 ± 8 33 ± 8
Table 2: Mean percentage error PE of the Geant4 ion fragmentation models compared to
experiment, when calculating the fragment yields for each element reported on the column
in the left.
Table 3 reports the X2 values calculated by comparing the fragment yields calculated by175
means of the Geant4 simulation with the reference data.176
When comparing the QMD model with Frag (labelled as QMD-F) against the default177
QMD, it can be seen that the QMD-F shows better agreement for H and He yields. For the178
remaining fragment species, QMD-F produces lower Y values which reduce the agreement with179
the experimental measurements. It can be noted that the error bars affecting experimental180
measurements of H and He fragments is ∼5%, while for heavier fragments they increase to181
∼20%, with errors being larger for positions before the BP. Given such larger error bars, it is182
difficult to provide a conclusive comment on the accuracy of the Geant4 fragmentation models183
for heavier fragments before and at the Bragg Peak. However, the impact of fragments is most184
important beyond the BP, where the experimental errors are smaller due to the primary 12C185
beam not masking fragment events. In this region, the experimental error bars decrease by186
∼10%. After the distal edge the Geant4 fragmentation models have a reasonable agreement187
with the experimental measurements for Be and B ions. In the case of the Li fragment yield,188
the BIC model performs better than the other Geant4 fragmentation models.189
Z BIC QMD QMD-F INCL
1 1.25×106 7.97×105 9.16×104 3.09×105
2 2.00×105 1.02×106 9.35×104 5.17×105
3 1.01×104 1.90×105 3.04×105 1.34×105
4 1.62×105 2.77×104 6.62×104 3.31×104
5 6.12×104 1.45×105 2.44×105 2.41×105
Table 3: X2 values of the three fragmentation models compared to experiment in the case of
fragment yields calculation, for each element reported in the left column. The best agreement
is indicated by a lower X2 value and it is shown in bold characters. The number of data points
used correspond to those shown in figure 5, which is six for H and seven for all other elements.
H represents the majority of produced fragments, with He being the second most dominant,190
each having ∼10 times higher production than the remaining fragments. They also leave the191
treatment region the most due to their larger range and increased scatter compared to other192
heavier fragments. Based on this observation, the QMD with Frag may be indicated as the best193
fragmentation model of Geant4 to estimate more correctly the fragmentation yields of lighter,194
more abundant isotopes.195
3.3. Angular Distribution196
Figure 6 shows the angular distribution for a selection of fragments and water phantom197
thicknesses which there are 35 distributions in total. Table 4 presents the PE for the198
fragmentation models under study. Here, for the case of calculating the mean PE for each199
fragment element the mean PE is averaged over the total number of distributions for each200
element, m, as shown in equation 7, where nj is the number of points for the j
th distribution of201
m.202
⟨PE⟩ = 1
m
m∑
j=1
(
100
nj
( nj∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Simi, − ExpiExpi
∣∣∣∣
))
(7)
Z BIC QMD INCL
1 14 ± 4 7 ± 4 15 ± 4
2 24 ± 2 16 ± 2 7 ± 2
3 29 ± 8 26 ± 8 16 ± 8
4 47 ± 14 42 ± 14 18 ± 14
5 132 ± 12 135 ± 12 28 ± 13
Table 4: PE calculated for the three Geant4 fragmentation models compared to experimental
values, in the case of the angular distribution, for each type of fragment under study. The PE
is averaged over all water phantom thicknesses considered.
Figure 7 shows the X2 values for each thickness of water for each element. The QMD203
model and BIC to a lesser extent commonly produce noticeably broader angular distributions204
than INCL++ which agrees with the experimental measurements the most. We observe that205
the INCL++ model with the exception of H performs the best quite significantly over the206
other models, particularly for heavier fragments. BIC and QMD both reproduce the angular207
distributions of the larger elements very poorly, particularly Boron. However Be and B suffer208
from much higher experimental error than the lighter fragments in general, with Be and B having209
many angles with an error of more than 40%. Figure 7 again shows the better performance of210
the INCL++ model compared to the other models except for H where the INCL++ performs211
similar to BIC for each distribution.212
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Figure 6: Angular distributions of a selection of fragments types and thicknesses of water.
3.4. Fragment kinetic energy distribution213
Figure 8 shows example energy distributions from the total 151 distributions for different214
combinations of: thickness, fragment element and angle. It can be observed that in general the215
models perform reasonably well at reproducing the general experimental energy distributions.216
The energy distributions predicted by the INCL++ model are systematically shifted to lower217
energies compared to the other models. Table 5 summarises the mean PE for each element.218
Figure 9 shows the distribution of X2 values for all 151 kinetic energy distributions divided219
up for each different fragment species, the dashed lines separate the X2 values for each water220
thickness. For each water thickness, the points represent smaller angles on the left, with a221
minimum of 0◦; points further to the right represent larger angles with a maximum of 8◦.222
Z BIC QMD INCL
1 26 ± 6 22 ± 6 46 ± 6
2 30 ± 7 33 ± 7 73 ± 7
3 41 ± 8 42 ± 8 93 ± 8
4 61 ± 9 52 ± 9 116 ± 9
5 221 ± 11 194 ± 10 398 ± 10
Table 5: PE of the three fragmentation models compared to the experiment for energy
distributions for each type of fragment, calculated over all water phantom thicknesses.
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Figure 7: X2 values of the different angular distributions compared for each model at different
thicknesses of water for each element, lower values represent better agreement.
Apart from the large errors in the experimental distributions, with many having values greater223
than 20%, another factor for the discrepancy between the experimental and simulation results224
may be partially attributed to the shift of the energy spectrum of the primary 12C beam. The225
experiment was performed over two separate occasions with the calculated kinetic energy of the226
incident carbon ion beam shifting from 358±23 MeV/u to 402±26 MeV/u, from 256±13 MeV/u227
to 261± 13 MeV/u and from 85± 3 MeV/u to 92± 3 MeV/u, for 59 mm, 159 mm and 258 mm228
water thickness, respectively [16]. The expected energies for these thicknesses of water are 350229
MeV/u, 250 MeV/u and 80 MeV/u, respectively, as calculated by the ATIMA code [17]. Based230
on this, Table 6 shows the mean PEs for the separate sets of experimental measurements. The231
results show a minor improvement for the INCL++model when considering only results obtained232
with the expected incident energy of the carbon ion beam (59 and 288 mm), with results being233
∼10% closer to BIC and QMD. This happens because INCL++ produces consistently lower234
peak energies, so the disagreement becomes amplified when comparing to the experimental235
results obtained with slightly higher incident beam energy.236
The kinetic energy distribution peak position was retrieved from the experimental and237
simulated distributions, the mean PE was calculated using equation 7 (nj = 1), figure 10 shows238
the results. It can be observed that overall QMD is the best fragmentation model reproducing239
the kinetic energy distribution and its associated peak and INCL++ produces consistently lower240
kinetic energy distributions.241
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Figure 8: Kinetic energy distributions of a selection of fragments types and thicknesses of the
water phantom.
59 and 288 mm 279, 312 and 347 mm
Z BIC QMD INCL BIC QMD INCL
1 40 ± 6 31 ± 6 55 ± 6 15 ± 5 14 ± 5 33 ± 5
2 47 ± 7 53 ± 9 88 ± 8 16 ± 6 17 ± 5 39 ± 6
3 35 ± 10 35 ± 9 47 ± 10 47 ± 6 50 ± 6 89 ± 6
4 49 ± 10 45 ± 10 78 ± 11 76 ± 7 61 ± 7 120 ± 8
5 129 ± 14 116 ± 12 204 ± 12 387 ± 8 333 ± 7 635 ± 8
Table 6: Comparison of the mean PE of the energy distributions for each fragment species. 59
and 288 mm are the depths under investigation in the experimental data set with the expected
incident carbon ion energy. 279, 312 and 347 mm are the depths of the experiments with higher
than expected carbon ion energy.
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Figure 9: X2 values of the different kinetic energy distributions compared for each atomic
element. The dashed lines separate the X2 for each water thickness. For each water thickness
the left most points represent the smallest angle and the right most being the largest angle for
the particular element and water thickness.
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Figure 10: Mean PE of the simulation and experiment maximum energy. Left shows the mean
calculated for each depth and Right shows the mean PE calculated for each element.
3.5. Computation Times242
Table 7 shows a summary of the relative computational intensity for each model using different243
water thicknesses. The first column reports the average computation time of ten simulation runs244
firing 105 primary 12C ions for different water thicknesses using the BIC model, the reported245
error is the standard deviation. The remaining columns to the right give the ratio of each model246
with respect to the BIC model. The simulations were run using Intel R⃝ Xeon R⃝ E5-2650v3247
processors clocked at 2.30 GHz.248
Thickness BIC (seconds) QMD/BIC QMD-F/BIC INCL/BIC
59 97.5 ± 3.3 10.83 ± 0.45 7.73 ± 0.29 0.79 ± 0.05
159 569 ± 18.2 5.40 ± 0.18 3.94 ± 0.14 0.97 ± 0.03
258 1382.9 ± 90.7 3.67 ± 0.25 2.85 ± 0.24 1.04 ± 0.06
279 1643.4 ± 57.9 3.41 ± 0.15 2.46 ± 0.31 1.03 ± 0.12
288 1765 ± 63.6 3.29 ± 0.13 2.11 ± 0.22 1.01 ± 0.10
312 1979.1 ± 73.9 3.16 ± 0.13 2.26 ± 0.13 1.03 ± 0.05
347 2380.3 ± 47.6 2.86 ± 0.06 2.17 ± 0.08 1.00 ± 0.04
Table 7: Comparison of the computation times for the different models investigated. The BIC
column gives the average computation time of ten simulations each generating 105 primary 12C
ions for different water thicknesses using the BIC model. The reported error is the standard
deviation. The remaining columns to the right give the ratio of each model with respect to the
BIC model.
As expected the QMD model was much more computationally intensive than BIC since QMD249
considers wave functions for all nucleons of the target and projectile, as mentioned in section 1.250
QMD using the Frag option resulted in execution times which were approximately a third faster251
than the default QMD. This is convenient since QMD-F gave better agreement than the default252
for smaller fragment’s yields as shown in section 3.2 but not differing for the angular and energy253
distributions.254
Thinner thicknesses of water showed the greatest separation of the models with QMD having255
more than 10 times the computation time than BIC and INCL++ being 20% faster than BIC.256
For thicknesses greater than 59 mm BIC and INCL++ showed no significant differences.257
4. Conclusions258
Nuclear fragmentation is a vital factor to be considered in hadrontherapy. The BIC, QMD259
and INCL++ models were benchmarked in Geant4 against experimental data for a pristine 400260
MeV/u 12C ion beam using version 10.2p2. It was found that for fragment yields the models261
agreed within ∼5%-35% compared to experimental values, with the QMD model using the Frag262
option giving the best overall agreement.263
For angular distributions of fragments the INCL++ model was shown to reproduce264
experimental measurements significantly better than the other two models. For kinetic energy265
distributions the QMD model was seen to produce the best agreement, however the energy266
distribution results show noticeably less agreement, which can in part, be attributed to267
systematic errors in the experiment.268
In general, when considering the angular and energy distributions BIC and QMD are seen to269
perform much similar to one another compared to INCL++. This is not surprising considering270
that both BIC and QMD models the fragmentation process as Gaussian wave functions while271
INCL treats the process as a free Fermi gas. Unfortunately, there is no clear superior272
model overall, with INCL++ performing much better in reproducing angular distributions but273
noticeably more worse for energy distributions with lower shifted energies. Additionally, all the274
tested fragmentation models showed that the agreement between simulation and experimental275
measurements deteriorated with larger fragments. Larger fragments have a larger RBE and can276
contribute significantly to the distal edge beyond the Bragg Peak, where organs at risk may277
be located. Therefore further developments in fragmentation modelling are recommended at278
clinical energies (up to 400 MeV/u), to obtain a better description of the mixed radiation field279
and of the RBE associated with HIT.280
One key point that emerged from this study is that a detailed knowledge of the experimental281
measurements is crucial to perform an accurate validation study of Monte Carlo codes for Heavy282
Ion Therapy. There is also the need to have more detailed experimental measurements available,283
made by independent sources, which can be used as reference to comprehensively benchmark284
Monte Carlo codes, limiting the effect of possible systematics affecting the experimental data.285
The simulation application developed in this work will be used for the regression testing of286
public releases of Geant4 to benchmark the effect of the evolution of the Toolkit on important287
physical quantities, such as the yield, angular and kinetic energy distributions of fragments,288
typical of the radiation field of Heavy Ion Therapy.289
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